













Suppose we have n states of nature.




p( i) ~ 0, i E {l, ..., n} == N
LP(i) == 1
1,
Fuzzy measure (set function)
v(S), S c N
v(0) == 0, v(N) == 1
S c T * v(S) ::; v(T)
1
.P articulaI fuzzy measures
.additive (probabilistic)
v(S U T) == v(S) + v(T) when Sn T == 0
=;:> :::3p( i) such that v(S) == L p( i)
iEB
.cardinality- based
ISI == ITI =;:> v(S) == v(T)
=;:> :::3 : 0 == Co ~ C 1 ~ ...~ Cn == 1 wi th
v(S) == ciBI.
.binary
v(S) E {a, 1}
.Dirac




To summarize v(S) in terms of a probabilis- ;
tic measure, one cali define the power indices
called
Shapley values Sh( i)
Sh( i) == ~ 1't6iV(T U i), t == Iii
TCn\i
6iv(T U i) == v(T U i) -v(T) : contribution of
i when joining the coalition T
(n -t -l)'t'1't == " ., Shapley coefficients
n.
The real power of i, Sh( i) is such that





Dirac 3i : Sh( i) == 1
V j # i : S h (j ) == 0
3
.Classical measure of uncertainty: Shannon en-
-
tropy
probabilistic measure : {p( i)}iEN
Shannon entropy : H(p)
H(p) == -LP(i) Inp(i) == L h(p(i))
..
1- 1-
with h(x) == -x lnx
0 iff p is deterministic L
H ( ) -kP -1 1 1
ln n iff p is uniform _l~_l..:!1__J..~
1 k n
0 ~ H(p) ~ Inn
Extension to v : H( v)
Such that if v is probabilistic




Hu(V) == H(Sh), Yager (1999)
== -L Sh(i) ln Sh(i)
1-
== L h[Sh(i)] (h(x) == -x ln x)
1-
== L h L rt8iV(T U i)
i TCN\ i
0 ~ Hu(v) ~ Inn
We have the Jensen inequality
h (~Àktk) ~ ~ Àkh( tk)
if h is strictly concave and ~k Àk == 1.
*
L h[ L rt8iv(TUi)] ~ L L rth[8iv(TUi)]
i TCN\i i TCN\i
second
i i proposaI
Hu( v) H.e( v)
5
jt
H.e( v) == -L L 1t6iV(T U i) ln 6iV(T U i)
iEN TCN\ i
0 :::; H.e (v) :::; ln n
H.e(v):::; Hu(v)
lower entropy upper entropy(Yager 99)
H.e( v) == Hu( v) iff v is additive (probabilistic)
non-additivity =::;:.. H.e( u) < Hu( v)
J Q
What to choose between H.e and Hu ?




H (p ) == 0 iff p is deterministic
H(p) == ln n iff p is uniforme
Let us extend these definitions
v is a binary fuzzy measure
H( v) == 0 iff 11'
v is a Dirac fuzzy measure
v(S) == ~
JJ
H( v) == ln n iff v is cardinality-based
JJ
Sh( i) == ~ (*)




1Sh( i) == -
n
have been characterized by Marichal (1998)
ISI ITnsl ( IT n SI )v(S) ==+ L L .BITI-j c(T)
n TcN j=1 J
ITI2::2
w here c( T) are reals satisfying constraints
1 ITnsl ( IT n SI )-+ L L .BITI-j-1 c(T) ~ 0
n T3i j=O J
1 T 12::.2
{Bn} ENa are the Bernoulli numbers :
Bo == 1







Cardinality- based fuzzy measure
H.e( V) == ln n -Ç::;> v(S) == ~
(* Hu( v) == ln n)
.JJ,
H.e( v) : Shannon -{= v: card.based fuzzy
with measure
Wn-i == Ci+l -Ci (v(S) == clsl)
and (Hu( v) == ln n) .JJ,






C(Xl,... ,xu), X(l) ~X(2) ~ ...~X(x)
== LX(i)[V((i),... , (n)) -v((i+1),... , (n))]
'l-
== LX(i)6iV((i),... , (n))
'l-
OWA operator is a particular Choquet inte-
gral where
v(S) == clsl, cardinality-based fuzzy measure
Let Wn-i == Ci+l -Ci
OW A(Xl,... ,Xn) == WIX(i) +... + WnX(n)





H.e : degree ta which the aggregatar uses the
arguments.
C(Xl,... ,Xn) E {Xl,... ,Xn}
-1;=} v is binary -1;=} H.e( v) == 0
Operators H.e Hu (Yager 99)
Xk 0 0
~ Ei Xi Inn Inn } add.
Ei WiXi -Ei Wi ln Wi -Ei Wi ln Wi measurE
X(k) 0 ln n
mini Xi 0 ln n card.
maxi Xi 0 ln n based




by Yager in 1988
Il
~"
Properties common to H.e and Hu
Symmetry
H.e( 7rv) == H.e(v) , Hu( 7rv) == Hu( v)
7r is a permutation of N == {1, ..., n}.
Expansibility
For Shannon,
H(Pl, ..., Pn-l, 0) == H(Pl, ..., Pn-l).
Let us consider a null element for v : {i}
v(T U i) == v(T) for aIl T c N \ {i}
V-i : restriction of v to N \ {i}.
We have





Ordinal fuzzy measures and entropy
Suppose v is defined on an ordinal scale L
L: {Rl,... ,Rm}
HL (v) == RIRI-l, R: {v(S) 1 Sc N}
HL is a measure of diversity of the coefficients
of the fuzzy measure (extension of the ordinal
entropy defined by Yager, 1999).
Properties
Symmetry : HL (v) == HL ( 7rv)
Expansibility : HL( v) == HL( V-i) if {i} is a
null element of v




HL (v) == RI (min. index on the L scale)
iff v(8) E {RI, Rm}
HL (v) == Rm (max. index on the L scale)
iff R == {v (8), 1 8 c N} == L
(If m ~ 2n, aIl v's are distinct).
If one consider the Sugeno integral :
n
8(XI,... , xn) == V [X(i) ;\ v(A(i))]
i=l
Ai : == {( i), ..., (n)}




H( v) is useful in MCDM
Consider the following MC pro blem :
M cp L
a 18 16 10
b 10 12 18
c 14 15 15
.Students good in M and L should be favoured
or cp and L
.M and cp give the same information about
the profile of a student
.M and cp are more important than L
=? { p(M) ~ p(cp) > p(L)
c>a>b
If weighted mean is used :
W(x) ~ x(M)p(M) + x(cp)p(cp) + x(L)p(L)
We end with a contradiction
c > a and (p(M) = p«p))
=? (14 + 15)p(M) + 15p(L) > (18 + 16)p(M) + 10p(L)
=? p(L) > p(M) I!!
15
,.
Use of Choquet integral can help
If
{ v(M, <p) = .5 < v(M) + v«p) = .9 : redondancy
v(M, L) = v«p, L) = .9 > v(M) + v(L) = .75 : : synergy
v(M) = v«p) = .45
v(L) = .3
M <p L Choq uet Weighted mean
a 18 16 10 13.9 15.25
b 10 12 18 13.6 12.75
c 14 15 15 14.6 14.625
c>a>b a>c>b
(with p(M) = p«p) = 3/8,
p(L) = 2/8)
H owever :
~-~-~ ,v(L) -p(L) -2 .
Hf (v) == .82 v rather weIl distributed over
the total capacity.









v(M, <p) > v(M) + v«p)
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